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Abstract. Bezrukavnikov, later together with Arinkin, recovered Deligne’s
work defining perverse t-structures in the derived category of coherent sheaves
on a projective scheme. We prove that these t-structures can be obtained
through tilting with respect to torsion theories, as in the work of Happel,
Reiten and Smalø. This approach allows us to define, in the quasi-coherent
setting, similar perverse t-structures for certain noncommutative projective
planes.

1. Introduction

A t-structure in a triangulated category D ([9]) is a pair of strict full subcate-
gories, (D≤0,D≥0), such that, for D≤n := D≤0[−n] and D≥n := D≥0[−n] (n ∈ Z),

(1) Hom(X,Y ) = 0,∀X ∈ D≤0,∀Y ∈ D≥1;
(2) D≤0 ⊆ D≤1;
(3) For all X ∈ D, there are A ∈ D≤0, B ∈ D≥1 and a triangle

A −→ X −→ B −→ A[1].

The intersection D≤0∩D≥0 is an abelian category ([9]), called the heart. Also, it is
well known ([21]) that D≤0, called the aisle, determines the t-structure by setting
D≥0 = (D≤0)⊥[1]. A t-structure (D≤0,D≥0) has associated truncation functors
τ≤i : D → D≤i, τ≥i : D → D≤i and cohomological functors Hi : D → D≤0 ∩ D≥0,
for all i ∈ Z (see [9] for details). If A is an abelian category, its derived category
D(A) has a standard t-structure, denoted throughout by (D≤00 ,D≥00 ), defined by

D≤00 := {X ∈ D : Hi
0(X) = 0,∀i > 0},

D≥00 := {X ∈ D : Hi
0(X) = 0,∀i < 0},

where Hi
0 is the usual complex cohomology functor. We denote the associated

truncation functors by τ≤i0 and τ≥i0 and the associated cohomological functor is
precisely the complex cohomology functor Hi

0, for all i ∈ Z. The standard t-
structure restricts to the bounded derived category Db(A) and we shall use the
same notations for the restriction, when appropriate.

Let K be an algebraically closed field. For a scheme X over K, Arinkin and
Bezrukavnikov ([4],[10]) constructed perverse coherent t-structures in Db(coh(X))
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as follows. Let Xtop denote the set of generic points of all closed irreducible sub-
schemes of X. A perversity is a map p : Xtop −→ Z satisfying

(1.1) y ∈ x̄⇒ p(y) ≥ p(x) ≥ p(y)− (dim(x)− dim(y)).

Note that the image of p has at most dim(X) + 1 elements. The perverse coherent
t-structure associated with p ([4], [10]) is defined by the aisle

Dp,≤0 =
{
F • ∈ Db(coh(X)) : ∀x ∈ Xtop, Li∗x(F •) ∈ D≤p(x)0 (O{x}-mod)

}
,

where Li∗x is the left derived functor of the pullback by the inclusion of schemes
ix : {x} −→ X. In our notation, we identify modules over the residue field k(x)
with quasi-coherent sheaves over {x}. Still, we choose to use the notation O{x}-mod
for coherent sheaves over {x} to be consistent with the notation in [10]. Our main
theorem gives an alternative description of this aisle.

Theorem (Theorem 4.6) Let X be a smooth projective scheme over K, R = Γ∗(X)
its homogeneous coordinate ring and p a perversity on X. Suppose that R is a
commutative connected, noetherian, positively graded K-algebra generated in degree
1. Let Ti denote the torsion class cogenerated in Tails(R) by πEi, where

Ei =
∏

{x∈Xtop:p(x)≤i}

Eg(R/Ix),

with Ix standing for the defining ideal of x ∈ Xtop in R. Then we have:

Dp,≤0 =
{
F • ∈ Db(Tails(R)) : Hi

0(F •) ∈ Tj ,∀i > j
}
∩ Db(tails(R)).

We clarify some notation. Denoting by OX the structure sheaf of X and by Γ
the functor of global sections, the homogeneous coordinate ring R is defined by

R = Γ∗(X) :=
⊕
n∈Z

Γ(X,OX(n)).

Throughout, R will be assumed to be noetherian. We denote the injective enve-
lope of a graded module M in the category of graded (right) R-modules, Gr(R),
by Eg(M). The category Tails(R) is the quotient Gr(R)/Tors(R) (we denote the
projection functor to this quotient by π) where Tors(R) is the full subcategory
of modules M in Gr(R) such that for all x in M there is N ≥ 0 with xRj = 0,
for all j > N . This category is equivalent to Qcoh(X), the category of quasi-
coherent sheaves over X, as shown by Serre in [29]. When written in the lower
case, tails(R) = gr(R)/tors(R) denotes the subcategory of finitely generated ob-
jects in Tails(R), thus being equivalent to coh(X). Throughout we will use these
equivalences without mention. We will show in section 3 that, for some rings R,{

X• ∈ Db(Tails(R)) : Hi
0(X•) ∈ Tj ,∀i > j

}
is an aisle of Db(Tails(R)), obtained through a suitable iteration of tilting with re-
spect to torsion theories (as in the work of Happel, Reiten and Smalø, [18]), for some
torsion classes {Ta, ..., Ta+s} (see also [3], [22] and [30] for similar constructions).

The categories Tails(R) are also defined as above for noncommutative rings R,
providing a framework to noncommutative projective geometry ([8]). Our theorem
motivates similar constructions of t-structures in this new setting (see section 5).
Given a (noncommutative) graded K-algebra R, the noncommutative projective
scheme associated with R can be thought of as an abstract space Proj(R) whose
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category of quasi-coherent sheaves (respectively, coherent sheaves) is the category
Tails(R) (respectively, tails(R)) with structure sheaf πR. Analogously to the com-
mutative case, π admits a right adjoint Γ∗. Artin and Schelter defined in [5] the
class of algebras whose categories of tails play the role of coherent sheaves over non-
commutative projective planes. These, called Artin-Schelter (AS for short) regular
algebras of dimension 3, are algebras of global dimension 3, finite Gelfand-Kirillov
dimension (in fact equal to 3) and Gorenstein. These algebras have been classified
([5],[6]) by associating to each one a triple (E, σ, L), where E is a scheme, σ is
an automorphism of E and L is an invertible sheaf on E. In section 5 we focus
on AS-regular algebras of dimension 3 with 3 generators such that E is a divisor
of degree 3 in P2, σ is an automorphism of finite order and L is the restriction of
OP2(1). These are noetherian algebras and finite over their centres ([7]) - hence fully
bounded noetherian. In this setting, we provide an example of a new construction
of perverse quasi-coherent t-structures.

The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 presents some basics on torsion
theories for categories of graded modules. In section 3 we show how to obtain a
t-structure by adequately iterating a result of [18], using certain torsion theories of
an AB4 abelian category. Section 4 shows how torsion theories come into play when
describing perverse coherent t-structures and section 5 applies section 3 to define
perverse quasi-coherent t-structures on some noncommutative projective planes.

2. Torsion theories for graded modules

Let R be a noetherian graded ring (not necessarily commutative). The category
Gr(R) is a Grothendieck category, admitting injective envelopes which, for a graded
module M , we denote by Eg(M). The homomorphisms between modules M and
N in Gr(R) (R-linear, grading preserving) are denoted by HomGr(R)(M,N). The
subset of homogeneous elements of M is denoted by h(M). It is clear that M is
generated by h(M). Also, for a prime ideal P , define Cg(P ) = C(P )∩h(R), where
C(P ) is the set of regular elements modulo P , i.e., the set of elements x of R such
that x+ P is neither left nor right zero divisor in R/P . If R is commutative, then
C(P ) = R \ P . The following remark proves to be useful.

Remark 2.1. Given a connected positively graded ring R generated in degree one
and a homogeneous prime ideal P 6= R+ :=

⊕
i≥1Ri, we have Pn 6= Rn for all

n > 1. Recall that an ideal P of a ring R is prime if and only if for all x, y ∈ R,
whenever xRy ⊂ P , either x or y must belong to P . Suppose that there is n0 > 1
such that Pn0

= Rn0
. Note that, since the ring is generated in degree one, we have

Pn = Rn for all n > n0. Let x1 be an element in R1 \P1. Since P is prime, there is
r1 ∈ R such that x2 = x1r1x1 /∈ P . Now, deg(x2) ≥ 2 since R is positively graded.
Thus we can inductively construct a sequence of elements (xn)n∈N none of them
lying in P and such that deg(xn) >deg(xn−1), yielding a contradiction with the
assumption that Pn = Rn for all n > n0.

We recall the definition of torsion theory.

Definition 2.2. Let A be an abelian category. A pair of full subcategories (T ,F)
is said to be a torsion theory if:

(1) Hom(T, F ) = 0, for all T ∈ T and F ∈ F ;
(2) For all M ∈ A there is an exact sequence

0 −→ τ(M) −→M −→M/τM −→ 0,
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where τ(M) ∈ T and M/τ(M) ∈ F .
We say that (T ,F) is a hereditary torsion theory if T is closed under subobjects.

We are particularly interested in (hereditary) torsion theories defined as follows.

Definition 2.3. A torsion theory (or its torsion class) in Gr(R) is said to be
cogenerated by an injective object E if the torsion objects are precisely those M
satisfying HomGr(R)(M,E) = 0.

Since R is noetherian, gr(R) is closed under taking subobjects. Thus, torsion
theories in Gr(R) restrict to torsion theories in gr(R). For this it is enough to
observe that, given a module M in gr(R) and τ the torsion radical functor induced
by a torsion theory in Gr(R), both τ(M) and M/τ(M) also lie in gr(R).

The following lemma proves a useful criterion for graded modules to be tor-
sion with respect to the torsion theory cogenerated by an injective object. The
arguments of the proof mimic the ungraded case (see [24], lemma 2.5).

Lemma 2.4. Given graded modules T and F over a graded ring R, the following
conditions are equivalent:

(1) HomGr(R)(T,E
g(F )) = 0;

(2) ∀t ∈ h(T ), ∀f ∈ h(F ) \ 0, deg(f) = deg(t), ∃r ∈ h(R): tr = 0 ∧ fr 6= 0.

Proof. Suppose HomGr(R)(T,E
g(F )) 6= 0. Let α be one of its nonzero elements.

Choose u ∈ h(T ) such that α(u) 6= 0. Now, F is a graded essential submodule of
Eg(F ), i.e., given any nontrivial graded submodule of Eg(F ), its intersection with
F is nontrivial. Hence there is s ∈ h(R) such that 0 6= α(u)s = α(us) ∈ F . If we
choose t = us and f = α(us), they are homogeneous of the same degree and clearly,
given r ∈ R, if tr = 0 then fr = 0.

Suppose now that (2) is false, i.e., there are t ∈ T and f ∈ F \ {0} homogeneous
of the same degree such that for all r ∈ h(R), if tr = 0 then fr = 0. Then, there is
a well defined nonzero graded homomorphism

tR −→ F, tr 7→ fr

since 〈h(R)〉 = R. Since Eg(F ) is an injective object in the category of graded
modules, we can find a nonzero graded homomorphism from T to Eg(F ). �

The following corollary shows how to reformulate a statement about graded
localisation in terms of torsion.

Corollary 2.5. Let R be a commutative graded ring, P a homogeneous prime ideal
in R and S = h(R \ P ). Given M a graded R-module then (S−1M)0 = 0 if and
only if HomGr(R)(M,Eg(R/P )) = 0.

Proof. This follows from the fact (S−1M)0 = 0 is equivalent, by definition of graded
localisation, to condition (2) of the above lemma with T = M and F = R/P . �

We will now look at rigid torsion theories ([26]). We shall consider the following
subset of HomR(M,N): Hom(M,N) :=

⊕
i∈Z

HomGr(R)(M,N(i)).

Definition 2.6. We say that a torsion theory in Gr(R) is rigid if the class of torsion
modules (equivalently, the class of torsion-free modules) is closed under shifts of
the grading. The rigid torsion theory cogenerated by an injective object E in Gr(R)
is defined such that a module M is torsion if Hom(M,E) = 0.
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Remark 2.7. Observe that, given graded modules T and F over a graded ring R,
Hom(T,Eg(F )) = 0 if and only if HomGr(R)(T (j), Eg(F )) = 0 for all j ∈ Z. This
allows us to get analogues of lemma 2.4 and corollary 2.5 as follows:

(1) The following conditions are equivalent:
• Hom(T,Eg(F )) = 0
• ∀t ∈ h(T ), ∀f ∈ h(F ) \ 0, ∃r ∈ h(R) such that tr = 0 and fr 6= 0.

(2) If R is commutative, P a homogeneous prime ideal in R, S = h(R \ P )
and M a graded R-module, then we have that S−1M = 0 if and only if
Hom(M,Eg(R/P )) = 0.

It is, in fact, possible to get a more general statement, including some non-
commutative rings, by comparing this rigid torsion theory with the torsion theory
associated to a multiplicative set. For a homogeneous right ideal J of a graded ring
R we use the notation J /rg R and, given r ∈ R, we define a right ideal

r−1J := {a ∈ R : ra ∈ J} .

Recall the following result ([26], Proposition A.II.9.11).

Proposition 2.8. Let R be a graded ring, S a multiplicative subset contained in
h(R). Then the class of modules M such that there is J ∈ LS with MJ = 0, where

LS =
{
J /rg R : r−1J ∩ S 6= ∅, ∀r ∈ h(R)

}
,

is a torsion class for a rigid torsion theory in Gr(R).

LS as above is said to be a graded Gabriel filter for that torsion theory. If
S = Cg(P ) for some homogeneous prime ideal P , then we denote the filter by LP .
The rigid torsion theory associated to an injective graded module E also has an
associated graded Gabriel filter given by:

LrE =
{
J /rg R : Hom(R/J,E) = 0

}
.

In fact, hereditary rigid torsion theories are in bijection with graded Gabriel
filters ([26], Lemma A.II.9.4). Thus the graded Gabriel filter determines the torsion
theory and vice-versa. The following two supporting lemmas will be useful in
proving the main theorem of this section.

Lemma 2.9. Let R = ⊕i≥0Ri be a noetherian graded ring, P a homogeneous prime
ideal and J a homogeneous right ideal of R. If J ∩C(P ) 6= ∅ then J ∩Cg(P ) 6= ∅.

Proof. Recall that, in a prime noetherian ring, an element is left regular if and only
if it is right regular (see [19] for details). Therefore we can regard C(P ) as the
set of elements x ∈ R such that x + P is right regular in R/P . Let c ∈ J ∩ C(P )
and consider its homogeneous decomposition in J : c = ci1 + ci2 + ... + cin where
cij ∈ J \ {0} ∩ Rij . If ci1 ∈ C(P ), we are done. If not, by definition, there is
r1 ∈ R\P such that ci1r1 ∈ P . Moreover, the choice of r1 can be made in h(R\P ),
since P is a homogeneous ideal. Clearly cr1 + P is right regular in R/P and, thus,
c(1) := cr1−ci1r1 /∈ P . We iterate this argument by looking at the first homogeneous
component of c(1) (which is ci2r1). Assume now that this n-step iteration does not
yield a homogeneous element in J ∩ C(P ). Then, this argument gives a sequence
r1, ..., rn of elements in R such that cr1...rn ∈ P , which is a contradiction to c being
regular modulo P . �
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Lemma 2.10. Let R be a positively graded noetherian ring, J a right ideal of R
and M a graded right R-module. Then J lies in LrEg(M) if and only if m(x−1J) 6= 0

for all m in h(M) \ {0} and x in h(R).

Proof. Note that J ∈ LrEg(M) if and only if, for every cyclic graded submodule C of
R/J , Hom(C,Eg(M)) = 0. Now, it is easy to see that the graded cyclic submodule
generated by x+ J , for some x ∈ h(R), is isomorphic to R/x−1J . Now, of course,
Hom(R/x−1J,M) = 0 if and only if, for all m ∈ h(M) \ {0}, m(x−1J) 6= 0. �

The following theorem is a graded version of the main result in [24].

Theorem 2.11. Let P be a homogeneous prime ideal of a graded ring R and R/P
noetherian. Let M be a graded right R-module. Then M is torsion with respect
to the rigid torsion theory associated with Cg(P ) if and only if M is torsion with
respect to the rigid torsion theory associated to Eg(R/P ).

Proof. We will prove that the graded Gabriel filters of both torsion theories coincide.
Let E = Eg(R/P ) and J ∈ LrE . By lemma 2.10 this is equivalent to say that for
all 0 6= a+P ∈ h(R/P ) and for all x ∈ h(R), (a+P )(x−1J) 6= 0. This means that,
for any choice of a+ P ∈ h(R/P ), the two-sided ideal

K := (R/P )(a+ P )((x−1J + P )/P ) / R/P

is nonzero. Since R/P is a two-sided noetherian ring, it is well-known that every
two-sided ideal is essential as a right ideal and, therefore, by Goldie’s theorem for
graded rings (see [16], theorem 4), we have that K contains a homogenous regular
element c + P . Now c + P = (ba + P )(t + P ) where t ∈ x−1J . Clearly, t + P is
right regular and, since R/P is a prime noetherian ring, it is regular. Therefore, we
conclude that t ∈ x−1J∩C(P ). By lemma 2.9, we also have that x−1J∩Cg(P ) 6= ∅
and thus J ∈ LP .

Conversely, suppose J ∈ LP and let a, b ∈ h(R), b /∈ P . By hypothesis, a−1J ∩
Cg(P ) 6= ∅. Let z be one of its elements. Then, clearly, az ∈ J and bz /∈ P . Again,
by remark 2.7, the result follows. �

In the commutative positively graded case, however, the torsion theory associ-
ated with the injective module Eg(R/P ) coincides with the one associated to the
multiplicative set h(R \ P ) by the following well-known result, the proof of which
we, thus, omit.

Proposition 2.12. Let R be a commutative noetherian positively graded connected
K-algebra generated in degree 1, P a homogeneous prime ideal in R not equal to the
irrelevant ideal and M a graded R-module. Then, for S = h(R \ P ), S−1M = 0 if
and only if (S−1M)0 = 0.

This shows that under the conditions of the proposition above, the torsion theory
cogenerated by Eg(R/P ) is automatically rigid. This statement, however, can be
proved without assuming commutativity.

Lemma 2.13. Let R be a noetherian positively graded connected K-algebra gener-
ated in degree 1, P a homogeneous prime ideal in R not equal to the irrelevant ideal
and M a right graded R-module. Then, HomGr(R)(M,Eg(R/P )) = 0 if and only if
Hom(M,Eg(R/P )) = 0.
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Proof. One direction is clear. Suppose Hom(M,Eg(R/P )) 6= 0. Then by remark
2.7 there is m ∈ h(M) such that Ann(m) ∩ Cgl (P ) = ∅, where Ann(m) stands
for right annihilator of m and Cgl (P ) stands for homogeneous left regular elements
mod P . We want to prove HomGr(R)(M,Eg(R/P )) 6= 0. By remark 2.1, there is
a homogeneous element in R \ P in each positive degree and thus, by lemma 2.4,
HomGr(R)(M,Eg(R/P )) 6= 0 is equivalent to the existence of m̃ ∈ h(M≥0) such
that Ann(m̃) ∩ Cgl (P ) = ∅.

Note that the irrelevant ideal, R+, is a homogeneous maximal ideal containing
P . Clearly, R+/P is an essential ideal in the graded prime Goldie ring R/P and so,
by graded Goldie’s theorem (see [16], theorem 4), it containing a regular element.
This means that there is a homogeneous regular element of positive degree in R/P
and thus Cg(P )≥k 6= ∅ for all k ∈ N. Choose s ∈ Cg(P ) such that deg(ms) ≥ 0.
Note that if there is a ∈ Ann(ms) ∩ Cgl (P ), then sa ∈ Ann(m) ∩ Cgl (P ) yielding a
contradiction. Therefore, take m̃ = ms and we are done. �

Remark 2.14. We summarise the results of this section. If R is a noetherian posi-
tively graded connected K-algebra generated in degree 1, P a homogeneous prime
ideal not equal to the irrelevant ideal R+ and M a graded R-module, then the
following are equivalent:

(1) HomGr(R)(M,Eg(R/P )) = 0;
(2) Hom(M,Eg(R/P )) = 0;
(3) M is torsion with respect to Cg(P ).

If, furthermore, R is commutative and S = h(R \ P ), then (1), (2) and (3) are
equivalent to S−1M = 0 and to (S−1M)0 = 0.

3. t-structures via torsion theories

Recall that an abelian category A is said to be AB4 if it admits arbitrary co-
products and they are exact. It is well known that, under this assumption, D(A)
admits arbitrary coproducts as well. In this section we will show that, for a ∈ Z,
n ∈ N and certain ordered sets (indexed by a string of integers of length n starting
at a) of hereditary torsion classes in an AB4 abelian category A

S = {Ta, Ta+1, ..., Ta+n−1} with Ta ⊇ Ta+1 ⊇ Ta+2 ⊇ ... ⊇ Ta+n−1 = 0,

the following subcategory is the aisle of a t-structure in Db(A),

DS,≤0 :=
{
X• ∈ Db(A) : Hi

0(X•) ∈ Tj , ∀i > j
}
.

Remark 3.1. Clearly such a category is a subcategory of D≤a+n−10 , a shift of the
standard aisle. This follows from the assumption that Ta+n−1 = 0.

Our proof relies on a suitable iteration of a well-known theorem, originally due
to Happel, Reiten and Smalø ([18], Proposition 2.1). We present here a slightly
modified version of that result, as stated by Bridgeland ([12]). Recall that a t-
structure (D≤0,D≥0) in a triangulated category D is said to be bounded if⋃

n∈Z
D≤n = D =

⋃
n∈Z
D≥n.

Theorem 3.2 (Happel, Reiten, Smalø, [18], Bridgeland, [12]). Let A be the heart
of a bounded t-structure in a triangulated category D. Suppose that (T ,F) is a
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torsion theory in A and that Hi denotes the i-th cohomology functor with respect
to A. Then (D≤0,D≥0) is a t-structure in D, where

D≤0 =
{
E ∈ D : Hi(E) = 0, ∀i > 0, H0(E) ∈ T

}
D≥0 =

{
E ∈ D : Hi(E) = 0, ∀i < −1, H−1(E) ∈ F

}
.

Moreover, (F [1], T ) is a torsion theory in D≤0 ∩ D≥0.

The new t-structure (or its heart) obtained in the theorem will be called the
HRS-tilt of A with respect to (T ,F). We will need a few technical lemmas about
this new heart. We start with an useful observation about some of its morphisms.

Lemma 3.3. Let A be the heart of a bounded t-structure in D, a triangulated
category. Suppose that (T ,F) is a hereditary torsion theory in A and that B is the
corresponding heart of the HRS-tilt. For an object T in T we have:

(1) a morphism f : T −→ N is an epimorphism in B if and only if N lies in
T ⊂ A and f is an epimorphism in A;

(2) a morphism f : M −→ T is a monomorphism in B if and only if M lies in
T ⊂ A and f is a monomorphism in A.

Proof. (1) Let T be an object in T , N in B and f an epimorphism in HomB(T,N).
Let C ∈ T and F [1] ∈ F [1] be such that we have a short exact sequence in B

0 −→ F [1] −→ N −→ C −→ 0

since (F [1], T ) is a torsion theory in B. Consider the following commutative diagram

T
f //

��

N //

��

K[1] // T [1]

��
T //

f

��

C //

��

L[1] // T [1]

��
N // C // F [2] // N [1]

where the rows are triangles in D and where K stands for the kernel of f in B and
L for the kernel in B of the composition of f with the epimorphism N → C in B.
Note, however, that since T ∈ T and T is a torsion-free class in B (thus closed
under subobjects in B), both K and L lie in T . The octahedral axiom applied to
the above diagram yields (after an adequate rotation) the triangle

F −→ K −→ L −→ F [1]

which induces a short exact sequence in A, where F is, therefore, a subobject of K
in A. Since T is a hereditary torsion class in A and K lies in T , we conclude that
F lies in T and hence it is zero, proving that N is isomorphic to C, an object of T .

Conversely, if N lies in T and f in HomA(T,N) is an epimorphism, then its
kernel in A also lies in T (T is hereditary). Thus, the short exact sequence defined
by f is also a short exact sequence in B and f is an epimorphism in B.

(2) Given a monomorphism g ∈ HomB(M,T ) for some M ∈ B and T ∈ T , we
easily see that M ∈ T (since T is a torsion-free class in B) and, by (1), that the
cokernel of g in B lies in T . Thus, we have a short exact sequence in A:

0 −→M −→ T −→ coker(g) −→ 0.
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Conversely, if M lies in T and f in HomA(T,M) is a monomorphism, then its
cokernel in A also lies in T (T is a torsion class). Thus, the short exact sequence
defined by f is also a short exact sequence in B and f is a monomorphism in B. �

Definition 3.4. Let A be an abelian category. We say that the heart B of a
bounded t-structure in Db(A) (or the t-structure itself) is uniformly bounded if
there are m,n ∈ Z such that B ⊆ D≤m0 ∩ D≥n0 . A family of objects (Zk)k∈K in
Db(A) is uniformly bounded with respect to a t-structure (D≤0,D≥0) if there are
m,n ∈ Z such that Zk ∈ D≤m ∩ D≥n for all k ∈ K.

Note that, in an AB4 abelian category A, a family (Zk)k∈K is uniformly bounded
with respect to the standard t-structure if and only if its coproduct lies in Db(A).
This follows from the fact that the standard cohomology commutes with coproducts,
since coproducts in A are exact. We now show similar statements for certain hearts.

Lemma 3.5. Let A be an AB4 abelian category, (D≤0,D≥0) a uniformly bounded
t-structure in Db(A) and B its heart. Then, B is cocomplete if and only if existing
coproducts are t-exact in Db(A).

Proof. Since B is uniformly bounded and coproducts commute with standard coho-
mologies, small coproducts of elements in B exist in Db(A). If existing coproducts
are t-exact in Db(A) then, clearly, B is cocomplete.

Conversely, we first observe that right t-exactness is automatic. This follows
from the fact that D≤n is left Hom-orthogonal to D≥n+1 (see, for example, lemma
1.3 in [2]). To prove left t-exactness, let (Yk)k∈K a family of objects in D≥0 such
that its coproduct, call it Y , lies in Db(A). We shall prove that Y ∈ D≥0. As usual,
τ≤n, τ≥n denote the truncation functors and Hn the cohomological functors, for all
n ∈ Z, with respect to the fixed t-structure (D≤0,D≥0). Denote by Y ik := τ≥i(Yk)
and by Bik := Hi(Yk), for any k ∈ K and i ∈ Z, the respective truncation and
cohomology functors. We have the following sequence of triangles (often called a
Postnikov tower or, in certain contexts, a Harder-Narasimham filtration) for each
Yk, where mk ≥ 0 is the maximal degree for which cohomology does not vanish.

Yk = Y 0
k

// Y 1
k

[1]~~~~
~~

~~
~

// . . . // Y mk

k
//

[1]
}}||

||
||

||
|

0

[1]{{vvvvvvvvvv

B0
k

ccGGGGGGGGG
. . .

__@@@@@@@@@
Bmk

k [−mk]

eeJJJJJJJJJJ

.

Observe that, since Y ∈ Db(A) and B is uniformly bounded, the set {mk : k ∈ K}
has a maximum - call it m. By extending trivially each of these sequences of
triangles to sequences with m triangles and since the coproduct of triangles is a
triangle, we may consider the coproduct of these sequences componentwise and this
yields a (finite) Postnikov tower for Y , since B is cocomplete. Thus, the Postnikov
tower looks as follows:

Y //
∐
k∈K

Y 1
k

[1]||xx
xx

xx
xx

// . . . //
∐
k∈K

Y mk //

[1]

~~||
||

||
||

||
0

[1]||yy
yy

yy
yy

yy
y

∐
k∈K

B0
k

__@@@@@@@@@

. . .

``AAAAAAAAAA ∐
k∈K

Bmk [−m]

eeJJJJJJJJJJ

.
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Now, it is clear that∐
k∈K

Y mk
∼=
∐
k∈K

Bmk [−m] ∈ B[−m] ⊂ D≥m,

since B is cocomplete. The triangle∐
k∈K

Bm−1k [−m+ 1] −→
∐
k∈K

Y m−1k −→
∐
k∈K

Y mk −→ (
∐
k∈K

Bm−1k [−m+ 1])[1]

shows that ∐
k∈K

Y m−1k ∈ Db(A) and
∐
k∈K

Y m−1k ∈ D≥m−1.

Iterating this argument we get that Y lies in D≥0. �

Remark 3.6. Note that a uniformly bounded family of objects (Zk)k∈K in Db(A)
with respect to a uniformly bounded t-structure (D≤0,D≥0) is also uniformly
bounded with respect to the standard t-structure in Db(A). This can be checked
using Postnikov towers, in a similar argument to the one used in the proof above.

Corollary 3.7. Let A be an AB4 abelian category and (D≤0,D≥0) a uniformly
bounded t-structure in Db(A) with cocomplete heart B and cohomological functors
Hi, for all i ∈ Z. If (Zk)k∈K is a uniformly bounded family of objects with respect
to (D≤0,D≥0), then

Hi(
∐
k∈K

Zk) =
∐
k∈K

Hi(Zk).

Proof. Let Z denote the coproduct of the family (Zk)k∈K . By remark 3.6, Z lies in
Db(A). The argument in the proof of lemma 3.5 shows that a Postnikov tower of Z
can be obtained as the coproduct over K of Postnikov towers of each Zk. Since the
lower vertices of a Postnikov tower are unique up to isomorphism (they are shifts
of the cohomologies with respect to the fixed t-structure), the result follows. �

We will consider torsion classes with a special property. Recall that an object
X in D(A) is compact if the functor HomD(A)(X,−) commutes with coproducts.

Definition 3.8. A subcategory T of a heart B of Db(A) is compactly generated in
Db(A) if every object in T is the colimit in B of a family of subobjects in B which
are compact when regarded as objects in Db(A).

Similar results to the following lemma have been obtained by Colpi and Fuller
in [13] for HRS-tilts of the standard heart.

Lemma 3.9. Let A be an AB4 abelian category. Suppose that (T ,F) is a hereditary
torsion theory in the heart B of a uniformly bounded t-structure in Db(A), with B
cocomplete and T a subcategory of B compactly generated in Db(A). Then the
HRS-tilt of B with respect to (T ,F) is uniformly bounded and cocomplete.

Proof. First we show that F is closed under coproducts. Let (Yi)i∈I be a family of
objects in F and let X ∈ T . Let (Xj)j∈J be a family of compact subobjects of X
in B (and, hence, in T , by lemma 3.3) such that X = lim−→

j∈J
Xj . Now,

HomB(lim−→
j∈J

Xj ,
∐
i∈I

Yi) = lim←−
j∈J

HomB(Xj ,
∐
i∈I

Yi) = lim←−
j∈J

∐
i∈I

HomB(Xj , Yi) = 0

since the Xi are compact in Db(A) and B is a full subcategory of Db(A).
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Let C be the HRS-tilt of B with respect to (T ,F), (Zk)k∈K a family of objects
in C and Z its coproduct. We denote Hi (i ∈ Z) the cohomological functors defined
by the t-structure of which B is the heart. For any C ∈ C, there is a triangle

H−1(C)[1] −→ C −→ H0(C) −→ H−1(C)[2]

which shows that, since B is uniformly bounded, then so is C. This shows that
Z lies in Db(A). Since B is cocomplete, Corollary 3.7 shows that coproducts in
Db(A) commute with Hi, for all i ∈ Z. It is then clear that Hi(Z) = 0 for all
i 6= 0,−1 and, since both T and F are closed under coproducts, H−1(Z) ∈ F and
H0(Z) ∈ T , showing that Z ∈ C and, thus, completing the proof. �

The next result can be found in Dickson’s work [14] or in Stenström’s book [31],
usually also assuming that the underlying abelian category is complete and well-
powered (i.e., the class of subobjects of a given object form a set). It is clear from
the proof, however, that the completeness assumption is not necessary and that the
well-powered condition on the abelian category can be made weaker. Given a full
subcategory X of an abelian category A, we will say that A is X -well-powered if
for any given object of A, the class of its subobjects lying in X form a set.

Lemma 3.10. Let A be a cocomplete abelian category and T a full subcategory of
A. Assume that every object in T is the colimit of a directed set of subobjects lying
in a subcategory X ⊆ T such that A is X -well-powered. Then T is a torsion class
if and only if it is closed under extensions, images and coproducts.

The assumptions in the lemma ensure that any object Y in A has a maximal
subobject lying in T : it is the colimit of all subobjects of Y that lie in X (which
form a set by hypothesis).

The following lemma is crucial in the proof of theorem 3.13. Although we need
the technical assumptions in the lemma for this abstract setting, they are harmless
for the purpose of our applications (see remark 3.15 at the end of this section).

Lemma 3.11. Let A be an AB4 abelian category and consider a uniformly bounded
t-structure in Db(A) with a cocomplete heart B. Suppose that (T ,F) is a hereditary
torsion theory in B such that T is a subcategory of B compactly generated in Db(A)
and such that the compact objects of Db(A) lying in T form a set. Let C denote the
HRS-tilt of B with respect to (T ,F). Then, a subcategory T1 of T is a hereditary
torsion class in C if and only if it is a hereditary torsion class in B, in which case
the subcategory T1 of C is, moreover, compactly generated in Db(A).

Proof. Suppose first that T1 is a hereditary torsion class in B. We first show that
T1 is closed under extensions, coproducts and epimorphic images in C. The first
two hold trivially (exact sequences in C are precisely the distinguished triangles of
D(A) that lie in C and if the two outer terms lie in B then so does the middle one)
since T1 is a torsion class in B. To see it is closed under epimorphisms, we use
lemma 3.3. Indeed, if f : T −→ C is an epimorphism in C with T ∈ T1 ⊆ T and
C ∈ C, we have that, by lemma 3.3, C ∈ T and f is an epimorphism in B. Since T1
is a torsion class in B, C must lie in T1. Finally, observe that if g : C ′ −→ T is a
monomorphism in C with C ′ ∈ C and T ∈ T1, then, by lemma 3.3, C ′ lies in T and
g is a monomorphism in B. Therefore, since T1 is hereditary in B, C ′ lies in T1. We
furthermore observe that T1 is compactly generated in Db(A) as a subcategory of
C. Indeed, for X in T1, consider a family (Xj)j∈J of subobjects of X in B, compact
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in Db(A), such that X = lim−→j∈J Xj . Since T1 is a hereditary torsion class in B,
each Xj lies in T1 and it is a subobject of X in C. Now, X lies in C and so does the
coproduct of the family (Xj)j∈J (more precisely it lies in T1). The colimit of this
family in C is the cokernel of an endomorphism of the coproduct (see, for example,
[31], IV.8.4) and, thus, it is still X, as wanted.

Note that, by lemma 3.9, C is cocomplete. To complete the proof that T1 is
a hereditary torsion class in C using lemma 3.10, we just need to show that C is
X -well-powered, where X is the subcategory of T1 formed by those objects which
are compact in Db(A). This follows from the fact that T1 is a subcategory of C
compactly generated in Db(A) and from our assumption that the compact objects
of Db(A) lying in T form a set (and, thus, so do the ones lying in T1). It is then
clear that, for any object Y in C, the family of subobjects of Y lying in X lies in
the product of the sets HomC(X,Y ), where X runs over the set X .

Conversely, suppose T1 is a torsion class in C. As a subcategory of B it is again
obviously closed under extensions and coproducts. Suppose that f : T −→ B is an
epimorphism in B with T ∈ T1 ⊆ T and B ∈ B. Then, clearly B ∈ T and, by lemma
3.3, f is an epimorphism in C. Hence, since T1 is a torsion class in C, B must lie in
T1. Moreover, observe that if g : B′ −→ T is a monomorphism in B with B′ ∈ B
and T ∈ T1, then, clearly B′ ∈ T and, by lemma 3.3, g is a monomorphism in C.
Therefore, since T1 is hereditary in C, B′ lies in T1. Finally, since B is cocomplete
and T1 is X -well-powered, where X is the set of compact objects of Db(A) lying in
T1, lemma 3.10 concludes the proof. �

We need one more simple but useful lemma (in light of remark 3.1) about the
relation between truncations of t-structures whose aisles are related by inclusion.

Lemma 3.12. Suppose (D≤0A ,D≥0A ) and (D≤0B ,D≥0B ) are two t-structures in a tri-
angulated category D with truncation functors τ≤0A and τ≤0B , respectively. If D≤0A ⊂
D≤0B , then for all X ∈ D there is a triangle:

(3.1) τ≤0A (X) −→ τ≤0B (X) −→ Y −→ τ≤0A (X)[1]

such that Y ∈ D≥1A ∩D
≤0
B .

Proof. First note that, since D≤0A ⊂ D
≤0
B , we have D≥1B ⊂ D

≥1
A . The triangle

τ≤0B (X) −→ X −→ τ≥1B (X) −→ τ≤0B (X)[1]

then shows that the natural map τ≤0A (X) −→ X must factor through τ≤0B (X) (since
Hom(τ≤0A (X), τ≥1B (X)) = 0). Let Y be defined by the following triangle

τ≤0A (X) −→ τ≤0B (X) −→ Y −→ τ≤0A (X)[1].
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Since aisles are closed under taking cones and τ≤0A (X) ∈ D≤0B , we have that Y ∈
D≤0B . We want to prove Y ∈ D≥1A . Consider the diagram

τ≤0A (X) //

��

τ≤0B (X) //

��

Y // τ≤0A (X)[1]

��
τ≤0A (X) //

��

X //

��

τ≥1A (X) // τ≤0A (X)[1]

��
τ≤0B (X) // X // τ≥1B (X) // τ≤0B (X)[1]

where rows are triangles and the squares commute by the observation above. Then,
the octahedral axiom gives us a new triangle

Y −→ τ≥1A (X) −→ τ≥1B (X) −→ Y [1].

Since τ≥1B (X) ∈ D≥1A , so is τ≥1B (X)[−1]. By the long exact sequence of cohomology
induced from this triangle, it is easy to see that this shows that Y ∈ D≥1A . �

We say that a heart B is obtained by iterated HRS-tilts in Db(A) if there is a
finite sequence of hearts A = A0,A1, ...,An = B and a sequence of subcategories
T0, ..., Tn−1 such that Ti is a torsion class in Ai and Ai+1 is the HRS-tilts of Ai
with respect to the torsion theory given by Ti, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. We now prove
the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.13. Let A be an AB4 abelian category and S = {Ta, Ta+1..., Ta+n−1}
a set of hereditary torsion classes of A, compactly generated in Db(A), such that

Ta ⊇ Ta+1 ⊇ Ta+2 ⊇ ... ⊇ Ta+n−1 = 0

and such that the compact objects of Db(A) lying in Ta form a set. Then, the full
subcategory given by

DS,≤0 =
{
X• ∈ Db(A) : Hi

0(X•) ∈ Tj , ∀i > j
}

is the aisle of a uniformly bounded t-structure in Db(A) with a cocomplete heart B
and it is obtained by iterated HRS-tilts with respect to the sequence S.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that a = −n + 1. We use induction
on the number n of elements of S to show that DS,≤0 can be obtained by iterated
HRS-tilts with respect to a sequence of torsion classes given by the following chain

T−n+1 ⊇ T−n+2 ⊇ ... ⊇ T−1 ⊇ T0 = 0

Suppose n = 1, i.e., S = {T0 = 0}. Then, we have

DS,≤0 =
{
X ∈ Db(A) : Hi

0(X) = 0,∀i > 0
}

= D≤00 ,

the standard aisle in Db(A), which clearly satisfies all the desired properties.
Suppose the result is valid for sequences S of n torsion classes satisfying the

assumptions of the theorem. Let S be a sequence with n + 1 hereditary torsion
classes of A which are compactly generated in Db(A),

S = {T−n, T−n+1, ..., T0} such that T−n ⊇ T−n+1 ⊇ ... ⊇ T−1 ⊇ T0 = 0.
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Let us consider the sequence

S =
{
T−n+1, T−n+2, ..., T 0

}
where T i = Ti−1,∀i < 0, T 0 = 0.

Clearly, S is also a decreasing chain of hereditary torsion classes of A, compactly
generated in Db(A). We fall into the case of n torsion classes and by the induction
hypothesis we have an associated uniformly bounded t-structure with a cocomplete
heart given by the aisle obtained by iterated HRS-tilts with respect to S,

DS,≤0 = {X ∈ Db(A) : Hi
0(X) ∈ T j ,∀i > j} =

= {X ∈ Db(A) : X ∈ D≤00 , Hi
0(X) ∈ Tj−1,∀i > j}.

We denote the corresponding heart by B and associated cohomological functor by
H0
S

:= τ≥0
S
τ≤0
S

, where the τS ’s are the associated truncation functors. Observe now
that T−1 is a subcategory of B. This follows from the fact that it is contained on
every torsion class in S and that B is obtained by iterated HRS-tilts. By applying
iteratively lemma 3.11, we can also conclude that T−1 is a hereditary torsion class
in B, compactly generated in Db(A). By lemma 3.9 we get that the HRS-tilt of
B with respect to T−1 yields a uniformly bounded t-structure with a cocomplete
heart. It remains to show that the aisle of the HRS-tilt can be expressed in terms
of the torsion classes in S as wanted. That follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 3.14. An object X lies in DS,≤0 if and only if H0
S

(X) lies in T−1 and
Hi
S

(X) = 0, for all i > 0.

Proof. Suppose that X lies in DS,≤0. It is clear from the definition of S that
DS,≤0 ⊆ DS,≤0, thus proving that X lies in DS,≤0, which is equivalent to the
condition that Hi

S
(X) = 0, for all i > 0. Note that H0

S
(X) fits in the triangle

τ≤−1
S

(X) −→ τ≤0
S

(X) −→ H0
S

(X) −→ τ≤−1
S

(X)[1],

which, again due to the fact that DS,≤0 ⊆ DS,≤0, amounts to the triangle

(3.2) τ≤−1
S

(X) −→ X −→ H0
S

(X) −→ τ≤−1
S

(X)[1].

Now, lemma 3.12 applied to DS,≤−1 ⊂ D≤−10 (see remark 3.1) shows that there is
Y ∈ DS,≥0 ∩ D≤−10 and a triangle

τ≤−1
S

(X) −→ τ≤−10 (X) −→ Y −→ τ≤0
S

(X)[1].

Since X lies in DS,≤0, we have that τ≤−10 (X) lies in DS,≤−1, by construction of S
and, thus, we get Y = 0 and τ≤−1

S
(X) ∼= τ≤−10 (X). Since two of the vertices of

a triangle determine the third one up to isomorphism, the triangle 3.2 shows that
H0
S

(X) = H0
0 (X), which, by definition of DS,≤0, tells us that H0

S
(X) lies in T−1.

Conversely, suppose X ∈ DS,≤0 and H0
S

(X) ∈ T−1. As before, we have a triangle

τ≤−1
S

(X) −→ X −→ H0
S

(X) −→ τ≤−1
S

(X)[1].

We now apply to it the standard cohomology functor, getting a long exact sequence
of objects in A. On one hand, since D≤−1

S
is contained in D≤−10 , we see that

Hi
0(τ≤−1

S
(X)) = 0 for all i > −1. This shows, in particular, that

(3.3) H0
0 (X) ∼= H0

0 (H0
S

(X))
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and, therefore, H0
0 (X) lies in T−1 (hence, it lies in Tj for all j < 0). Let us now look

at the negative standard cohomologies of X. Since, by hypothesis, Hi
0(H0

S
(X)) = 0

for all i 6= 0, the same long exact sequence also yields the following isomorphisms

(3.4) Hi
0(τ≤−1

S
(X)) ∼= Hi

0(X),∀i < 0.

Since DS,≤−1 = DS,≤0[1], we have

DS,≤−1 = {Y ∈ Db(A) : Hi
0(Y ) ∈ T j ,∀i > j − 1}

and, thus, the isomorphisms (3.4) show that, in particular,

Hi
0(X) ∼= Hi

0(τ≤−1
S

(X)) ∈ T i = Ti−1,∀i < 0.

This proves that, for all 0 > i > j, Hi
0(X) lies in Tj , since the torsion classes form a

chain. This fact, together with the isomorphism (3.3) proves that X lies in DS,≤0.
�

DS,≤0 can thus be obtained as the aisle of the HRS-tilt of the heart B, defined
earlier in this proof, with respect to the torsion theory whose torsion class is T−1,
hence finishing the proof. �

Remark 3.15. In the following sections of the paper we will use this construction
in categories of the form Db(Tails(R)), where R is a positively graded, connected,
noetherian K-algebra generated in degree 1 such that one of the following holds:

• R is commutative (and, thus, Db(Tails(R)) ∼= Db(Qcoh(Proj(R))));
• R is a 3-dimensional Artin-Schelter regular K-algebra, which is finitely gen-

erated as a module over its centre.

The technical assumptions on the torsion classes will be satisfied in these contexts.

(1) The category Tails(R) is AB4 (it is, in fact, a Grothendieck category),
where every object is a colimit of its subobjects lying in tails(R). The sub-
category of compact objects of Db(Tails(R)) is equivalent to Db(tails(R))
([11], lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3) and, thus, every hereditary torsion class in
Tails(R) is compactly generated in Db(Tails(R)).

(2) The functors π and Γ∗ induce equivalences between the additive categories
of torsion-free injective objects in Gr(R) and injective objects in Tails(R)
(see [15], corollaries 2 and 3, pp.375, and also lemma 4.1 below). In both
cases considered, injective objects in Gr(R) (or in Tails(R)) are direct sums
of indecomposable injective objects ([28], see also proposition 5.4 below),
which form a set Inj(Gr(R)) (or Inj(Tails(R))) parametrised (up to iso-
morphism and shifts) by homogeneous prime ideals ([25],[26],[32]). Any tor-
sion theory (T ,F) considered is cogenerated by a subsetX of Inj(Tails(R))
and, thus, injective envelopes of objects in T are direct sums of objects in
Inj(Tails(R)) \ X. In our cases, the adjoint pair (π,Γ∗) restricts to an
adjoint pair between gr(R) and tails(R) (see [8]) and, thus, the objects
of T which are compact in Db(Tails(R)) have injective envelopes given by
finite direct sums of objects in Inj(Tails(R)) \X, thus forming a set.
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4. Perverse coherent t-structures through torsion theories

In this section, we will prove our main theorem. We start by fixing some notation.
Let X be a smooth projective scheme over an algebraically closed field K such that
its homogeneous coordinate ring R = Γ∗(X) is a commutative noetherian positively
graded K-algebra generated in degree 1. We denote by π the projection functor
from Gr(R) to its quotient Tails(R) (and the corresponding restriction to gr(R)).
It has a right adjoint given by

Γ∗(πM) =
⊕
i∈Z

HomTails(R)(πR, πM(i)).

For more details on the formalism of these quotient categories check [8], for instance.
Let p : Xtop −→ Z be a perversity as defined in the introduction. Suppose that

the perversity has n values and that, without loss of generality, the maximal value
of the perversity is zero. Let Ix be the homogeneous ideal of functions vanishing at
an element x of Xtop and, for i in Im(p), define

Ei =
∏

{x∈Xtop:p(x)≤i}

Eg(R/Ix).

Lemma 4.1. Let R be a ring and A and B graded R-modules. If B is torsion-free
and injective, then we have an isomorphism HomGr(R)(A,B) ∼= HomTails(R)(πA, πB).

Proof. This follows from [15] (lemme 1, proposition 3, pp. 370–371). Since Γ∗ is
right adjoint to π, we have HomTails(R)(πA, πB) ∼= HomGr(R)(A,Γ∗πB). The unit
of the adjunction φ : B → Γ∗πB has a torsion kernel and a torsion cokernel and,
since B is torsion-free, φ must be and injective map. Since B is an injective object,
the short exact sequence induced by φ splits and, since Γ∗πB is torsion-free, we
conclude that φ is an isomorphism. �

Recall that an injective object I of an abelian category A cogenerates A if, for
any X in A, HomA(X, I) = 0 implies X = 0, i.e., the associated torsion class, TI ,
is zero (since TI is the kernel of the functor HomA(−, I)).

Remark 4.2. Note that given R positively graded noetherian connected K-algebra,
R/P is torsion-free for any homogeneous prime ideal P not equal to the irrelevant
ideal. Indeed, for x /∈ P , if xR≥n = 0, then (RxR)(R≥n) ⊆ P and hence, by 2.1,
RxR ⊆ P , which yields a contradiction.

Note that all modules Ei are torsion-free by the remark above. Indeed, since
the torsion-free class of a hereditary torsion theory is closed under taking injective
envelopes, Eg(R/P ) is torsion-free. Also, πEi is injective in Tails(R), for all i,
since π is essentially surjective and Γ∗ is left exact.

Corollary 4.3. The object πE0 cogenerates Tails(R), where R = Γ∗(X) is as
above.

Proof. Suppose that M is not torsion, i.e., that there is an element m ∈ h(M)
such that Ann(m) 6= R≥n for any n > 1. We prove that Ann(m) is contained
in a homogeneous prime ideal. It is clear that, since m is not torsion, the radical
of Ann(m), which we denote by

√
Ann(m), is not the augmentation ideal R+.

Thus we can choose f ∈ R1 such that f /∈
√
Ann(m). Applying Zorn’s lemma

to the set S =
{
J ⊃ Ann(m) homogeneous : f /∈

√
J
}

(which is nonempty since
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Ann(m) ∈ S) we get a maximal element - call it P . We prove that P is prime.
In fact, for a, b ∈ h(R), if ab ∈ P and a /∈ P , then there is an integer l such that
f l ∈ aR+P (since P is maximal in S). If there is an integer s such that fs ∈ bR+P ,
then f l+s ∈ (aR + P )(bR + P ) ⊂ P , a contradiction. Hence b ∈ P . This proves
that P is a homogeneous gr-prime ideal.

To complete the proof we need the lemma below. Recall that in noncommutative
ring theory, primality of an ideal P is defined in terms of products of ideals, i.e., if
IJ ⊂ P for some ideals I and J , then I ⊂ P or J ⊂ P . If this property holds at
the level of elements (i.e., if ab ∈ P for some elements a, b of the ring, then a ∈ P
or b ∈ P ) then we say P is strongly prime. There are obvious graded counterparts
of these notions and the following property holds.

Lemma 4.4 (Nastasescu, Van Oystaeyen, [27]). For a Z-graded ring, a homoge-
neous ideal is gr-strongly prime if and only if it is strongly prime.

Since R is commutative, the notions of prime and strongly prime coincide. Hence,
P is prime.

Note now that there is a graded isomorphism from R/Ann(m)(deg(m)) to mR
and thus a graded injection from R/Ann(m)(deg(m)) to M . Since Ann(m) is
contained in a homogeneous prime ideal P , R/Ann(m)(deg(m)) maps nontrivially
to Eg(R/P )(deg(m)) and thus so doesM . Since R satisfies the hypothesis of lemma
2.13, one has that M maps nontrivially to Eg(R/P ) and thus, by the previous
lemma, HomTails(R)(πM, πEg(R/P )) 6= 0. �

Before stating the main theorem, we need to prove the following useful lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose R is a commutative local ring with maximal ideal m. Given
X• a bounded complex of finitely generated free R-modules, define Y • to be the
complex R/m⊗R X•. If, for some fixed integer α, Hj

0(Y •) = 0 for all j ≥ α, then
Hj

0(X•) = 0 for all j ≥ α.

Proof. Without loss of generality, let us assume that Hj
0(Y •) = 0 for all j ≥ 1, i.e.,

α = 1. Since X• is a bounded complex, let p ∈ Z be its right bound, i.e., Xk = 0
(and hence Y k = 0) for all k > p.

If p < 1 then the result trivially follows. Suppose that p ≥ 1. We will first show
that the cohomology Hp

0 (X•) vanishes. Consider the exact sequence

Xp−1 −→ Xp −→ coker(dp−1X ) −→ 0

and apply to it the functor R/m⊗R −, thus getting another exact sequence

Y p−1 −→ Y p −→ R/m⊗R coker(dp−1X ) −→ 0,

since R/m⊗R− is right exact. By definition of Y •, the first map of the sequence is
the differential dp−1Y . Since 1 ≤ p, Hp

0 (Y •) = 0, thus proving that dp−1Y is surjective
(Y p+1 = 0 by definition). ThereforeR/m⊗Rcoker(dp−1X ) = 0 which, by Nakayama’s
lemma (since R is local and coker(dp−1X ) is a finitely generated R-module), implies
that coker(dp−1X ) = 0. Hence dp−1X is surjective, thus proving that Hp

0 (X•) = 0.
We now prove our result by induction on p ≥ 1. If p = 1, the previous paragraph

shows that H1
0 (X•) = 0 and the result follows. Suppose now that the result is valid

for all complexes of free R-modules X• with right bound p ≥ 1 and let X• be a
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complex of free R-modules with right bound p+ 1. The previous paragraph shows
that Hp+1

0 (X•) = 0. Since Xp+2 = 0, there is a short exact sequence

0 −→ Ker(dpX) −→ Xp −→ Xp+1 −→ 0

which splits since Xp+1 is free. Thus, Ker(dp−1X ) is a summand of the free mod-
ule Xp−1, i.e., it is a projective module. However, it is well-known (Kaplansky’s
theorem) that projective modules over local rings are free and, hence, the complex

X̃• := ... // Xp−2
dp−2
X // Xp−1

dp−1
X // Ker(dpX) // 0 // ... .

is a complex of free R-modules which is quasi-isomorphic to X•. Since X• is
a complex of free R-modules, its tensor product with R/m can be regarded in
D(Mod(R)) as the derived tensor product

Y • ∼= R/m⊗L
R X

• ∼= R/m⊗L
R X̃

•

in D(Mod(R)), where the second isomorphism holds since X• and X̃• are isomor-
phic in D(Mod(R)). Since X̃• is also a complex of free R-modules, we have that
Y • is isomorphic to R/m⊗R X̃• in D(Mod(R)), i.e., they are are quasi-isomorphic
complexes and, thus Hi

0(R/m⊗R X̃•) = 0 for all i ≥ 1. Now, the induction hypoth-
esis holds for X̃• and, thus, Hi

0(X̃•) = 0 for all i ≥ 1. Since X̃• is quasi-isomorphic
to X•, we also have that Hi

0(X•) = 0 for all i ≥ 1, thus finishing the proof.
�

Finally we prove our main theorem. It gives us a description of the aisle of a
perverse coherent t-structure Dp,≤0 is terms of torsion classes.

Theorem 4.6. Let X be a smooth projective scheme over K, R = Γ∗(X) its homo-
geneous coordinate ring and p a perversity on X. Suppose that R is a commutative
connected, noetherian, positively graded K-algebra generated in degree 1. Let Ti
denote the torsion class cogenerated in Tails(R) by πEi, where

Ei =
∏

{x∈Xtop:p(x)≤i}

Eg(R/Ix),

with Ix standing for the defining ideal of x ∈ Xtop in R. Then we have:

Dp,≤0 =
{
F • ∈ Db(Tails(R)) : Hi

0(F •) ∈ Tj ,∀i > j
}
∩ Db(tails(R)).

Proof. Let S be the set of torsion classes Ti. By remark 3.15 and theorem 3.13,
DS,≤0 is an aisle in Db(Tails(R)). We will prove that the subcategories Dp,≤0 and
DS,≤0 ∩Db(tails(R)) coincide. We denote by T̂i the torsion theory cogenerated by
Ei in Gr(R). We start by rewriting the conditions defining the aisle DS,≤0. By
definition, we have

DS,≤0 =
{
F • ∈ Db(Tails(R)) : Hj

0(F •) ∈ Tk, ∀j > k
}

and, given that Ek, for all k, is torsion-free injective, by lemma 4.1 we have

DS,≤0 =
{
F • ∈ Db(Tails(R)) : Γ∗(H

j
0(F •)) ∈ T̂k, ∀j > k

}
={

F • ∈ Db(Qcoh(X)) : ∀x ∈ Xtop,HomGr(R)(Γ∗(H
j
0(F •)), Eg(R/Ix)) = 0,∀j > p(x)

}
.
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We intersect with Db(coh(X)) to pass from a quasi-coherent to a coherent setting.
For simplicity, define Ds,≤0 := DS,≤0 ∩ Db(coh(X)). By corollary 2.5, we get

Ds,≤0 =
{
F • ∈ Db(coh(X)) : ∀x ∈ Xtop,Γ∗(H

j
0(F •))(x) = 0,∀j > p(x)

}
where Γ∗(H

j
0(F •))(x) is the degree zero part of the localisation of Γ∗(H

j
0(F •)) at

the prime ideal Ix, which is the same as stalk at x of the sheaf Hj
0(F •). Since taking

stalks is an exact functor (thus t-exact for the standard t-structure and therefore
commuting with cohomology functors) we get

Ds,≤0 =
{
F • ∈ Db(coh(X)) : ∀x ∈ Xtop, Hj

0(F •x ) = 0, ∀j > p(x)
}
.

On the other hand, recall that

Dp,≤0 =
{
F • ∈ Db(coh(X)) : ∀x ∈ Xtop, Li∗x(F •) ∈ D≤p(x)0 (O{x}-mod)

}
,

which is clearly the same as{
F • ∈ Db(coh(X)) : ∀x ∈ Xtop, Hj

0(Li∗x(F •)) = 0, ∀j > p(x)
}
.

Therefore, it suffices to prove that Hj
0(F •x ) = 0 for all j > p(x) if and only if

Lji
∗
x(F •) = Hj

0(Li∗x(F •)) = 0 for all j > p(x).
Let F • ∈ Db(coh(X)) such that Hj

0(F •x ) = 0 for all j > p(x). By definition
of the pullback functor (i∗x(V ) = Vx ⊗OX,x

k(x) for any coherent sheaf V , where
k(x) = OX,x/mX,x, with mX,x being the maximal ideal of the local ring OX,x, is
the residue field at the point x), there is a spectral sequence of Grothendieck type
of the following form:

Eab2 = TorOX,x
a (k(x), Hb

0(F •x )) =⇒ La+bi
∗
x(F •).

Our hypothesis shows that Eab2 = 0 for all b > p(x) (and, of course, by definition of
Tor, also for all a < 0). Thus Eab∞ = 0 for all a < 0 or b > p(x). Let Fi denote the
i-th part of the decreasing filtration assumed to exist (by definition of convergent
spectral sequence) on the limit object Ωa+b := La+bi

∗
x(F •). Then, for q > p(x),

... = F−2Ω−2+(q+2) = F−1Ω−1+(q+1) = F0Ωq = F1Ωq

and thus they are all equal to zero, proving that Ωq = Lqi
∗
x(F •) = 0 for all q > p(x).

Conversely, suppose we have F • such that Lji∗x(F •) = 0 for all j > p(x). Since
X is smooth, let G• be a bounded complex of locally free sheaves such that G•
is quasi-isomorphic to F • (thus isomorphic in the derived category) - check, for
example, [20], Proposition 3.26. Then Lji∗x(F •) = 0 means that Hj

0((i∗xG)•) = 0,
where (i∗xG)• denotes the complex resulting from applying i∗x componentwise to
G•. Take now X• = G•x and Y • = (i∗xG)• and recall that G•x is a complex of
free modules over the local ring OX,x. This leaves us in the context of 4.5, thus
proving that Hj

0(G•x) = Hj
0(G•)x = 0 for all j > p(x). Finally we have Hj

0(F •x ) =

Hj
0(F •)x = Hj

0(G•)x = 0 for all j > p(x), hence finishing the proof. �

Remark 4.7. This theorem compares two subcategories ofDb(coh(X)), showing that
they coincide. It contains no proof that either of the subcategories involved are aisles
of t-structures. However, by proving that the intersection DS,≤0 ∩Db(coh(X)), for
S defined as above, coincides with the aisle Dp,≤0 constructed in [10], we do show
that, under the assumptions of the theorem, DS,≤0 (which is an aisle by section 3)
in Db(Qcoh(X)) restricts well to an aisle in Db(coh(X)).
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5. Perverse quasi-coherent t-structures for noncommutative
projective planes

The aim of this section is to use the construction of section 3 to create an analogue
of perverse coherent t-structures in the derived categories of certain noncommuta-
tive projective planes, motivated by the comparison established on section 4 in the
commutative case. This entails finding an injective cogenerator in Tails(R) for a
suitable class of K-algebras R and set up a definition of perversity that generalises
the commutative one.

Remark 5.1. tails(R) is not cocomplete and therefore, in this section, we can only
do the construction of section 3 in Tails(R) (hence the word quasi-coherent rather
than coherent in the title). However, taking into account theorem 4.6, we conjecture
that indeed the constructions in this section restrict well to Db(tails(R)).

We shall focus on the case where R is a graded elliptic 3-dimensional Artin-
Schelter regular algebra which is finite over its centre. These algebras are interesting
for our purposes since they are fully bounded noetherian (more than that, they are
PI, as proved in [7]). Also, a graded noetherian algebra which is fully bounded is
graded fully bounded ([32]). This is important for the following result that allows
us to parametrise a useful collection of injective objects via prime ideals. In this
sense, although these examples are noncommutative, we are still very close to the
commutative setting ([25]).

Recall that there is a map from the set of indecomposable injective graded mod-
ules to the set of homogeneous prime ideals given by assigning to an injective E
its homogeneous assassinator ideal, Ass(E). The assassinator ideal of an indecom-
posable object is the only prime ideal associated to E, i.e., the only prime ideal
which is maximal among the annihilators of nonzero submodules of E (and there
is a natural graded version of this concept - see [26] and [32]).

Proposition 5.2 (Natasescu, Van Oystaeyen, [26], Theorem C.I.3.2). Let R be a
positively graded noetherian ring. Then R is graded fully bounded if and only if the
map that assigns the corresponding assassinator ideal to an indecomposable injec-
tive graded module induces a bijection between indecomposable injective modules in
Gr(R) (up to isomorphism and graded shift) and homogeneous prime ideals of R.

Remark 5.3. In the context of this proposition, the indecomposable injective asso-
ciated with a homogeneous prime P is the unique (up to isomorphism and shifts)
indecomposable direct summand of Eg(R/P ) ([26], Theorem C.I.3.2), thus estab-
lishing an inverse map.

This result brings us closer to the desired cogenerating set. Its significance in our
context comes from the work of Matlis on the decomposition of injective modules
over noetherian rings. Matlis proved that R is (right) noetherian if and only if
every injective (right) module is the direct sum of indecomposable injective (right)
modules ([25]). This shows in particular that the set of indecomposable injective
objects cogenerates the category of modules over a noetherian ring. There is a
graded analogue of this result, as follows.

Proposition 5.4 (Samir Mahmoud, [28]). Let M be a finitely generated graded
module over a graded noetherian ring R. Then Eg(M) is a finite direct sum of
indecomposable injective objects in Gr(R).
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These two results yield a useful set of torsion classes parametrised by the homo-
geneous prime ideals of R. Indeed, for an indecomposable injective E, denote the
corresponding torsion class cogenerated by E in Gr(R) by TE , i.e.,

TE :=
{
M ∈ Gr(R) : HomGr(R)(M,E) = 0

}
.

Let Ŷ denote the set of all such classes where E runs over indecomposable injective
objects, up to isomorphism and graded shift, such that its assassinator ideal is not
the irrelevant ideal, i.e., Ass(E) 6= R+. Analogously define Y to be the set of the
torsion classes in Tails(R) of the form

TπE :=
{
K ∈ Tails(R) : HomTails(R)(K,πE) = 0

}
for all E indecomposable injective graded module with non-irrelevant assassinator.

Corollary 5.5. Let R be a positively graded fully bounded connected noetherian
K-algebra generated in degree 1. Then the intersection (in Tails(R)) of the torsion
classes in Y is zero.

Proof. Suppose πM lies in the intersection of the torsion classes of Y . Then by
lemma 4.1, M lies in the intersection of the torsion classes in Ŷ . By propostion 5.4,
the indecomposable injective objects cogenerate Gr(R) and thus Eg(M) must be
a finite direct sum of the indecomposable injective associated with R+. This inde-
composable is a direct summand of Eg(R/R+) (see remark 5.3), whose projection
in Tails(R) is therefore zero. Thus πEg(M) = 0 and so πM = 0.

�

We proceed now to the desired construction. Let R be a positively graded
Artin-Schelter regular algebra of dimension 3 generated in degree one which is
finitely generated over its centre. As discussed before, it is graded fully bounded
noetherian. We need to define a perversity in Y , where Y is as before.

Definition 5.6. A perversity is a map p : Y −→ Z such that, given TπE1
, TπE2

in
Y , if there is a nonzero homomorphism from πE2 to πE1 then

p(TπE1)− (GKdim(R/Ass(E2))−GKdim(R/Ass(E1))) ≤ p(TπE2) ≤ p(TπE1).

We now prove that this definition of perversity coincides, when the algebra is
commutative, with the definition of perversity of the introduction. We start by a
supporting lemma.

Lemma 5.7. Let R be a positively graded commutative noetherian K-algebra and
X = Proj(R). The following are equivalent.

(1) For x1, x2 ∈ Xtop, x1 ∈ x̄2;
(2) P2 := Ann(x2) ⊂ Ann(x1) =: P1, where Ann(xi) denotes the homogeneous

ideal of functions vanishing in xi;
(3) There is a nonzero homomorphism from R/P2 to R/P1;
(4) There is a nonzero homomorphism from Eg(R/P2) to Eg(R/P1).

Proof. It is clear that (1) ⇔ (2) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (4). We only need to prove (4) ⇒ (2).
Let f be a homomorphism from Eg(R/P2) to Eg(R/P1) and a ∈ h(P2) \ h(P1).
Clearly N := R/P1 ∩ im(f) 6= 0 since R/P1 is a graded essential submodule of
Eg(R/P1). Now, N ∩ (a+P1)R 6= 0 since any homogeneous ideal of a commutative
graded domain is graded essential (the product of two nonzero ideals is nonzero and
it is contained in the intersection). Hence, 0 6= (a+P1)R∩N ⊂ (a+P1)R∩ im(f).
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Let then b be a nonzero element in (a+P1)R∩ im(f) and y ∈ Eg(R/P2) such that
b = ar + P1 = f(y). Note that ya ∈ P2E

g(R/P2) and P2 annihilates Eg(R/P2),
thus 0 = f(ya) = a2r + P1 and r ∈ P1, since P1 is prime. Hence b = 0 in R/P1,
reaching a contradiction and proving the result. �

Proposition 5.8. If R is a positively graded noetherian connected commutative
K-algebra generated in degree 1, the definition of perversity above is equivalent to
the commutative definition of perversity in equation (1.1).

Proof. Let X be the projective scheme associated with R. Note that points x ∈
Xtop are in bijection with homogeneous prime ideals not equal to the irrelevant ideal
of R and these are in bijection with graded torsion-free indecomposable injectives
in Gr(R) (up to isomorphisms and shifts). Suppose x1, x2 ∈ Xtop, P1, P2 the
associated homogeneous prime ideals and E1, E2 the corresponding indecomposable
injectives. The condition x1 ∈ x̄2 translates into the existence of a nonzero map
from E2 to E1 by lemma 5.7 (note that, in this case, Ei = Eg(R/Pi) since R/P is
indecomposable in Gr(R) and hence so is its injective envelope) and by lemma 4.1
this is equivalent to the existence of a map from πE2 to πE1.

Since R is finitely generated over K (as it is noetherian), and hence are all its
quotients, it is known the Krull dimension of R/Pi (which is the same as dim(xi) in
the geometric definition of perversity - see introduction) coincides with the Gelfand-
Kirillov dimension of R/Pi ([23], Theorem 4.5). The result then follows by making
the adequate substitutions in equation (1.1). �

Recall that 3-dimensional Artin-Schelter regular algebras are noetherian domains
- in particular, they are prime rings ([6], [7]). This allows us to prove the following
useful lemma.

Lemma 5.9. Let R be a positively graded connected 3-dimensional Artin-Schelter
regular algebra generated in degree 1 which is finitely generated over its centre. Then
the image of a perversity p as defined above is finite.

Proof. Since R is prime, (0) is a prime ideal not equal to the irrelevant ideal.
Thus it corresponds to an indecomposable injective object which we denote by E0.
Furthermore, as a consequence of remark 5.3, Eg(R) is a finite direct sum of copies
of E0. Similarly, Eg(R/P ) is a finite direct sum of copies of EP , the indecomposable
injective object associated to the homogeneous prime ideal P . We observe that for
any such P , there is a map from Eg(R) to Eg(R/P ) induced by the canonical
projection from R to R/P . Therefore, there is a nontrivial map from E0 to EP .
The perversity condition then assures that:

p(TπEP
)− (GKdim(R)−GKdim(R/P )) ≤ p(TπE0) ≤ p(TπEP

).

Since, by definition, the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of R is finite (and so is the
dimension of any of its quotients - [23], Lemma 3.1) we have that, for a fixed value
of p(TπE0

), p(TπEP
) is an integer that differs at most GKdim(R) from it. Hence

the image of p is finite. �

Thus, for R Artin-Schelter regular algebra of dimension 3 and finite over its cen-
tre, we can form a finite chain of hereditary torsion classes of Tails(R), compactly
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generated in Db(Tails(R)):

S :=

Ti :=
⋂

T :p(T )≤i

T,min(p) ≤ i ≤ max(p)

 .

By corollary 5.5, the last element of the chain, Tmax(p), is zero. Finally, section 3
provides a way of building a perverse quasi-coherent t-structure with respect to p
by defining its aisle to be DS,≤0 in Db(Tails(R)). As mentioned in remark 5.1, in
light of section 4, we conjecture that these t-structures restrict to Db(tails(R)).
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